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The
Next Meeting
Tuesday, March 7, 6:00 P.M.
Bullock’s BBQ
3330 Quebec Dr.
Durham, NC 27705

March 2017

Link
President’s Corner
Dee Ramm, KU4GC

📧
OCRA & DFMA Yahoo Group
Email Reflector

📧 📧📧 📧📧
Program
Show & Tell
It has be a while since we have had what
is always an interesting and fun Show &
Tell program. Please bring something
interesting you can show and spend
about 5 minutes talking about.

One of the more successful means of non-radio communication among hams in this area has been the
OCRA email reflector: NCOCRA@yahoogroups.com. If
you subscribe to it, you receive everything that other
subscribers post as email. For quite some time, the
DFMA Board has discussed whether the DFMA needs
something similar. One approach would have been to
create a similar, but distinct, reflector (or mailing list) for
the DFMA. The problem with that is that we have many
joint members with OCRA and for many uses one
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The Link

would have to post things twice, once on each list. This
would be particularly important at Field Day time when
we operate jointly. Also, when DurHamFest approaches,
or we need more participants for a public service event,
much of what we post would be aimed at OCRA members as well.
The final result of this discussion and with approval of
both the OCRA Board and the DFMA Board is that the
DFMA will begin to use the NCOCRA reflector for
DFMA business as well. Renaming the group was discussed but seems to be a problem with Yahoo resulting
in losing all historical records. There will be some efforts
in some of the other “labeling” to include the designa-
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tion of “DFMA” as well. (There has been some
discussion at OCRA to find a better email reflector
system, and if that takes place, the naming of the
new system would include “DFMA” as well as
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VA Repeater
Repairs Completed

“OCRA”.)

DFMA–VA

+

PL 100.0 Hz

444.450 MH

So, if you are not already receiving the NCOCRA

z

mailing, here is how to sign up.
https://help.yahoo.com/kb/SLN2409.html
If you do not already have one, you must create a

By

Charlie Durst, NC4CD

Yahoo account (it’s free).
Since this is a private group, it is moderated. This
keeps out spammers, etc. This may delay your
initial application until the moderators have approved you. You do not need to be an OCRA or
DFMA member to get on the list.
You ask, “Do I need to get involved in this?” The
short answer is “No”. If you are minimally involved and generally limit your participation to
coming to meetings, you have survived so far
without the reflector. We will continue to email
The Link directly to you and this usually includes
a meeting reminder. However, if you want to
know what is going on in your local ham community, following the postings on the reflector
will keep you in touch. Occasionally someone will
post something for sale, and sometimes these are
real bargains. Details on DurHamFest, Field Day,
Public Service and ARES events, etc. will all come
up on the reflector. So, the long answer is “No,
but we highly recommend it.” So now, if you have
something of interest to DFMA members or the
broader ham community, you can send it to the
NCOCRA reflector.

On Monday, February 6, the DFMA 444.450 repeater went back on the air at the Durham VA
Hospital!
DFMA installed a repeater at the VA Hospital in
the 70’s to provide backup communications in all
areas of the VA Hospital if their main communications systems failed. Over the years DFMA has
had several drills to verify this capability. Basically, a repeater on the roof of the VA covers everywhere in the VA very well. We have not extended
the drills to cover Duke Hospital, across the street,
but I am certain that the VA repeater would work
as well or better at Duke Hospital.
The new VA repeater is just a basic 440 MHz repeater (a Kenwood TKR-850 just like the repeaters
at Hillsborough and TV Hill). It does not have the
100 watt PA like we have at the other repeater
sites. Also, there is no autopatch.
The repeater antenna is on the tower on the roof
of the VA. The repeater has a simple controller
which provides a few voice ID messages, timers,
courtesy tones, and control via a separate receiver
if the repeater should fail and need to be shut off.
There is one new feature on the 444.450 repeater.
It requires users to send a PL tone of 100.0 Hz to

73,

Dee

DFMA President

The Link

access the repeater. No 100 Hz tone, no repeater!
It’s time to program all your radios to encode
100.0 Hz on your 449.450 transmitter. It’s ok to get
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out the manuals for the radios to remember how
to change the programming of your radios. While
you are programming all your radios, go ahead
and program PL encode of 82.5 Hz for the
147.825↔147.225 repeater at Hillsborough and
both the 144.850↔145.450 and 449.100↔444.100
repeaters at TV Hill. We have not turned on PL
decode at Hillsborough and TV Hill but we will
be doing so in the near future. While these three
repeaters are carrier access, it will not be a problem if you have the 82.5 PL encode programmed
on those memories.
When you get the PL tones programmed in your

Repeater cabinet at the VA Hospital site.

radios, the only thing remaining to do is to pick
up the mike and talk on the repeaters. 73

DFMA Repeaters

Location

Frequency
(Input↔Output)

PL Tone Requirement

Features

Hillsborough

147.825↔147.225

82.5 Hz PL (coming soon)

Autopatch; IRLP Node 8658; battery
backup power

Hillsborough

222.660↔224.260

Carrier squelch access, no plans for PL

Autopatch; battery backup power

Hillsborough

448.1375↔443.1375

DMR Digital

Full time link to DMR repeaters in Carolinas
& Virginia; on-demand access to DMR
repeaters world-wide; battery backup pwr

TV Hill

144.850↔145.450

82.5 Hz PL (coming soon)

Autopatch; remote base 2 meters & 220
MHz.; generator backup power

TV Hill

449.100↔444.100

82.5 Hz PL (coming soon)

Autopatch; IRLP Node 4441; remote base
2 meters & 220 MHz.; generator backup
power

VA Hospital

449.450↔444.450

100.0 Hz PL required now

Generator backup power

The Link
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⚡

Load Testing
Batteries

March 2017
found in car batteries but is sealed with no free
liquid inside) by looking at its resting voltage
(disconnected with no load — see Picture 1). This
means it should be fully charged and should be
left sitting with no load for several hours.
You can look at tables, but some sample points
are:
12.70V (and higher) 100% charged
12.50V 90%
12.32V 70%

By

Dee Ramm, KU4GC

Over the last decade or so, I’ve spent a lot of time
with used 12V batteries. For many years, Dewey,
WA4AHR, donated used batteries which had
been swapped out of UPS units by his business.

12.06V 50%
11.76V 30%
11.32V 10%
10.50V 0%

These 12V, sealed, AGM batteries often had a lot
of life left in them. Many were swapped out after
three or so years of service. There were often no
faulty batteries in those batches. Other batches
were only swapped out after the UPS failed because one of the batteries failed (often many are
wired in series). Even then, many batteries were
still of use for ham radio applications. I volunteered for the job of testing and selling these batteries to hams at meetings and hamfests. The batteries came in various capacities (and weights)
from 7 ampere hours (Ah) (small) to 60Ah (about
the size of a car battery) and even larger. These
brought OCRA some much needed income. Now
that Dewey has retired, this source of batteries has
dried up.

Picture 1 — Checking a single battery for its resting voltage.
13.05V is excellent.

But this is just a best case indication. It does help
you select the obvious duds. If you “fully” charge

Recently, Charlie, NC4CD, DFMA’s repeater
manager donated a batch of 8Ah (fairly small)
12V batteries to the DFMA and I offered to check

a battery, let it sit for several hours and then it
reads less than 12V, your battery is not in good

them out and sell them for the club. At a “Show
and Tell” several years ago I addressed this test-

Unfortunately, a battery can give a high voltage

shape.

ing, but I thought I’d spell it out here in fair detail.

reading, but due to internal failures of one or
more cells (a 12V battery is composed of 6 cells) it

You can get a hint of the state of an AGM battery

can be useless. Load testing makes that obvious.
For large batteries, I have a cheap commercial

(which essentially uses the lead-acid chemistry

The Link
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tester that puts a 100A load on it and displays the
voltage (see Picture 2). The voltage scale is even

you might as well recycle the battery. If it drops
by one volt or so and then continues to steadily

color-coded with green for good, yellow for fair,
and red for poor. If a cell has failed, you would

drop much past 1 volt down, the battery is probably shot as well.

immediately get readings two volts lower than
normal, putting it into the red range.
Picture 2 — A
commercial 100A
tester designed
for checking car
batteries.

Pictures 3 & 4 — Battery on the left ready for load testing. One
pair of red/black wires goes from the battery terminals to the meter,
the other pair goes from the same terminals to the 12V flashlight
that draws 5A. The same battery on the right under test. The light is
on and the voltage on the meter is about 0.9V lower — this is a
good battery.

Note, the actual voltage values will vary with the
size of the battery and the load. What I’ve deFor small batteries, such as the 8Ah units donated
by Charlie, putting a 100A load on it is close to

scribed is for 7 or 8 Ah batteries using the 5A load
(a 60W, 12 volt bulb). (I’ve used different loads for

shorting it out and will likely damage the battery
(and make it quite hot). This is not a good idea.

medium sized batteries like 17Ah or 35 Ah — various automotive bulbs, in parallel can be used. A
current load roughly equal to the battery’s Ah rat-

So, here is the procedure I’ve used for years to test
these small units.
I first charge the battery, let it rest, and then record
the resting voltage. Then I clip on a splitter cable
that lets me connect both a voltmeter and a large
flashlight which draws 5 Amperes (a sealed beam
12V bulb) directly to the battery terminals. When
all is set up and ready to go, I turn on the flashlight and watch the voltmeter. With a good battery, the voltage drops fairly rapidly at first, tapering off till it is about 1 full volt down in about 10
seconds. If the voltage stabilizes at about 1 volt
down, you have a strong indication that the battery is in a good shape (see Pictures 3 & 4).
If, instead, it immediately drops down 2 volts or
even more, you have one or more failed cells and

The Link

ing is probably a good test but should not be used
for more than about 20 seconds at a time.)
Warning: what I’ve described here is what works
for me. 12 volts is not a dangerous voltage and
won’t electrocute you. However shorting out a
12V battery can generate extreme heat and cause
serious burns and/or start fires. There is a lot of
energy stored there and rapid discharge is dangerous. Eye protection is a must! If you’ve never
had to deal with car batteries before, you probably need some supervision at first.
I plan to sell the good batteries for $5 at club
meetings and $6 or $7 to the public at RARSfest
and DurHamFest. Remember that 100% of the
money goes to the DFMA. 73
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THE

PRIISCE
RIGHT
By

Skip Carden, WA4BNT

I discovered that the power supply that I was using for my 2-meter Alinco was not supplying
enough power in the transmit mode so I decided
to look for one with a higher amperage. When
looking for ham power supplies, I got sticker
shock so I decided to look on eBay to see what
was available.
I found several NEW Power Supplies that were
designed for LED strip lights. The specs were
quite impressive working from 110 to 220 volts
with an output of 12 volts (adjustable) at 30 amps
and three sets of outputs and a built-in cooling
fan. I was shocked at the price, only $20.00 plus
free shipping. So I bought one (pictures to right).
I have since purchased an ICOM 718 all band
transceiver and a Yaesu FT2900 which are both
hooked up to my power supply. I reset the output
voltage to 13.6 using the built-in adjustment. I
haven’t tried to transmit on both at the same time
but the Yaesu works just fine on receive when I
am using the ICOM. The size of the power supply
is micro, compared to other supplies. It is 8.5 x 4.5
x 1.5 inches. So far my only complaint is the fan is
a bit noisy when I have the ICOM on. As the
power demand increases, the fan speed increases.
Well for $20.00 you can’t have it all! 73

The Link

Top and rear views of the power supply. As of the publication
date this was a link to the power supply on eBay (now under $19
delivered). Alternatively, the search term “12v 30a LED power
supply” could be used.
Editor’s note: An electrical engineer in the club
suggests that with any bargain power supply it might
be a good idea to check voltage regulation under
minimum and maximum loads — and if you have a
scope look at the noise output.
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?

is it

Who

This is the third installment of the “Who is it?”
feature. Last month’s mystery ham is revealed
below. Can you identify this month’s mystery club
member in the picture above? And for extra credit,
can you identify the make and model of the car?
If you have a picture from your early days in radio
please consider sending it to the editor for a future
newsletter. It doesn’t have to be a picture of you
with your radio equipment, just a picture of you
during your early days in ham radio.
So — Who is it?

Last month’s mystery ham was Wilson Lamb, Jr.,
W4BOH.
Wilson notes:
LOOONG before there was a land of magic, even
before there was a Dee Anne and not too long after

The Link

March 2017
we got our new prefixes for seven digit dialing,
there was KN4OGP, in Winston-Salem, NC. I was
late getting my license, since I grew up talking on
the radio with Dad, W4BOH, so had no real need
for a ticket. He had many radio friends and they
comprised something of an extended family for me.
Then when high school started a few friends started
getting novice licenses and setting up stations. I’d
help them with this or that and eventually became
envious of their adventures on 80 and 40m CW, including DX contacts to Canada, Wyoming, and
even Vermont! I’d learned and forgotten the code a
couple of times, starting at about six, so it wasn’t
hard to buckle down and get ready for the 5 WPM
Novice test, administered by none other than Dad. I
sailed through at an easy 8 WPM. The rest was just
a little memory work and I still remember the band
edges current in 1957. Unfortunately, I have less
memory of the 2017 band edges (Yep, that’s 60
years!) and frequently use the ARRL chart.
Being surrounded by equipment, components, and
competent potential Elmers, there was an incentive
to get more power than my 6L6 could make and get
away from crystal control. I was on the air a lot, so
the 13 WPM code and some elementary theory
questions on the General test were no problem. I
went over to Reynolds High School, familiar since it
was my high school, one Saturday and took the test
from a real live FCC examiner. Not terribly intimidating, since one of the examiners occasionally
stayed at our house when in town to inspect broadcast stations and record bootleg CBers from our
shack.
Compressing a lot of time here…One thing led to
another and I took over part of the hall in our house
as my shack, separate from Dad’s. The house was a
semi dogtrot layout (look it up), built by my grandfather around 1910. I took over the back end of the
hall, maybe a 6’ x 8’ space, really quite adequate for
a compact shack. I had a table for RX and VFO and
plenty of room for my wooden equipment rack, of
which you’ll hear more later. Regrettably, there are
no pictures. It was cool, with feed lines going right
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up through the ceiling.
By 1957 we had outgrown the house and Dad was
reluctantly facing the necessity of looking for something bigger. As luck would have it, one of my
great-grandfathers had just died and his property
was coming up for auction. It was a great 1935
American Foursquare (look it up). Dad got the second floor “sunroom”, with windows all around, for
his shack and I got the bedroom across the hall,
which brings us up to the purpose of this article
(I’m being nice.), explaining the picture in The Link.
The year was likely 1958, not long after we had
moved in. I had been building in my spare time, of
which I had a lot, because school was easy and I
was too self-absorbed to care much about grades.
The wooden rack, which I designed and had built
by a cabinet shop ($15 from my earnings repairing
radios and grinding crystals) is visible. It contains a
several hundred watt amp, which I still have, power supplies, and a modulator with 811s.
On the desk is a Hammarlund HQ-170, on loan
from the County since I was an official RACES station, a Collins 310-B VFO/exciter, and an old, even
then, RCA oscilloscope. Note the classy hood on the
scope, made from a large bean can. On top of the
RX is an RME DB-20 preselector. It’s an RF amplifier used to make up for low RX front end gain and,
importantly, to reduce images (look it up, not pictures) let through by poor RX design. I still have the
310-B, DB-20, and scope. On the metal shelf are several pieces of surplus stuff, fortunately now traded
off, and my antenna tuner. You can see the end of
my antenna going across the window. It was obviously an end fed, so on some bands the voltage
present at the tuner was impressive…no trouble to
pull a 1” spark!
That’s about it. The house was wonderful; spacious,
airy, simple and durable, ideal for wild boys to call
home. My bros and I still own the land, which has
been a Quick Lube place since 1972. It was obviously one of the great real estate investments of all
time! Sadly, Dad was not ambitious and did not buy
the adjacent 30 acres, which sold very reasonably,

The Link

March 2017
being just outside “town”. It’s been a shopping center for all these decades, producing who knows
how much lease income for someone! I can’t complain though. It was not a wealthy childhood by
any means, but it was comfortable and I was surrounded by some very good family friends and
more radio parts than I could ever use! I still have
many of the parts, still build with them, and still get
a charge out of making contacts using the mystery
of radio.
There’s a story behind almost everything I have, so
there will likely be LOM articles to put in The Link
for quite a while. It’s a real blessing that The Link is
now electronic and we don’t have to worry about
how much paper we use. Boredom is another matter, however. You’ll have to make your own decision on that.
73, Wilson, W4BOH
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mark your calendars

✦

3/7

DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ, 6:00 p.m.

✦

3/10 Charlotte Hamfest 2017, 3/10–3/11

✦

3/13 VE Test Session, Orange County EOC, 7:00 p.m.

✦

3/13 OCRA Meeting, Orange County EOC, 7:00 p.m.

✦

3/21 DFMA Board Meeting, 7:00 p.m.

✦

4/4

DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ, 6:00 p.m.
For a full calendar including nets, visit dfma.org
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Buy✦Sell✦Trade
For Sale
DFMA has the following donated items for sale:
(buy now, they may disappear when offered at
RARSfest!)

For Sale
Skip Carden, WA4BNT has an Alinco DR-112 for
sale.

Kenwood TM231A 50W 2 meter mobile rig
tested, works, new memory backup lithium battery
installed, Asking $65
Fostex T10 Headphones sold for more than $100
on eBay. Looks nice, Asking $49
Realistic TRC-430 CB rig, works but mic is flaky,
Asking $20
Contact Dee, KU4GC to purchase or for more
information. Free delivery to a DFMA or OCRA
club meeting.
ku4gc@amsat.org
For Sale
OCRA has the following donated items for sale:
Icom IC-706 HF+6m 100W, 2m 10W transceiver.
Includes hand microphone, 12V DC power cable,
and manual. Tested, works well. Designed for
portable as well as base station use. Nice rig for
person that cannot afford a new rig or as a backup/mobile station. Asking $469.
Heathkit HD-1410 Electronic Keyer Use as a keyer
with rigs that do not have a built-in keyer circuit.
Also has audio out for stand alone code practice.
Asking $74.
Larson NMD 270 Dual Band mobile antenna with a
Larson NMO MM mag mount base. Ready to use.
Asking $44
Contact Dee, KU4GC to purchase or for more information. Free delivery to a DFMA or OCRA club
meeting.
ku4gc@amsat.org

The Link

He notes: I purchased a new rig and no longer
need my Alinco. I purchased it several years ago
from former club member Harry Partin. I recently
had it checked and adjusted. Works well and have
instruction manual. It does not have an Alinco mic,
it has a Kenwood mic.
$50.00 or best offer. Call Skip at 919-471-9492.
For Sale
Coax
As a ham public service Wilson, W4BOH made a
bulk order of 1000’ of coax and is selling it for
40¢/ft., just below his cost. The specifications can
be found here. Around 650’ is still available.
Contact Wilson at infomet@embarqmail.com.

Need To Renew
Your Membership?
DFMA membership is based on the
calendar year so 2017 dues were
due in January. You can pay your
dues the old fashioned way by check
or cash hand delivered to M.K. at
Bullock’s or by mailing to the DFMA
address found on the last page of the newsletter—
or you can click here and pay via PayPal on
dfma.org. If you pay by check or cash, please
complete the Renewal Form found on dfma.org by
clicking here. If you use PayPal, please update your
directory information if there are any changes. If you
have already paid your 2017 dues — Thank you!
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Save
the
Dates
June 24 – 25

March 2017
Dee reviewed the discussion to date at both
OCRA and DFMA club meetings on the proposed
joint use of the OCRA Yahoo email list for both
clubs. Many are members of both clubs and share
common interests. The consensus is using current
OCRA yahoo email list for both clubs would be
better than setting up and managing another
email list, and eliminate the need for members to
sign up to yet another list for DFMA activities.
Dave, W4SAR, the originator and administrator of
NCOCRA.org has examined the site setup to determine what changes if any are needed for the
list to serve both clubs. The NCOCRA.org name
would remain the same; changing it would mean

DFMA/OCRA Field Day 2017

Board Meeting

MINUTES
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Board Minutes – 02/21/2017 – Dan,
KR4UB, Secretary
Location: 1920 Front Street, Durham
Attending:
(y) Dee, KU4GC - president; (y) Chuck, KW4KZ -

starting over from scratch, with the loss of files,
calendar and other historical information presently on the site. Also, all currently on the email
list would have to resubscribe.
A motion was made and approved unanimously
at the last OCRA meeting for the email list to be
used for both DFMA and OCRA activities. The
motion was made and approved unanimously at
the DFMA board meeting to do likewise.
Dan, KR4UB who has been maintaining the
OCRA yahoo event calendar volunteered to add
the DFMA club meeting and Thursday night
DFMA net reminders to the calendar.
Treasurer – MK, W4MKR presented the treasur-

vice president; (y) MK, W4MKR - treasurer; (y)
Dan, KR4UB - secretary; (y) Charlie, NC4CD - repeater mgr; (y) Jack, KM4MBG - DurHamFest

er’s report and membership status (84 with dues
current) to the board.

chair; (y) Dave, W4SAR - Field Day coordinator;
Board Members: (y) Michael, KK4EIB; (n) Mark,

Secretary – Dan, KR4UB The 01/17/17 Board
and 02/07/17 Club Meeting minutes were approved without comment. Dan further reported

KR3AM; (y) John, KM4MDR; (y) Karen, KD4YJZ;
Club Members: Lenore, KF4PAB
REPORTS
President: Dee, KU4GC called the meeting to order at 7 p.m. with the call for officer reports.

The Link

that a work party consisting of Michael KK4EIB,
Chuck KW4KZ, Lowell KK4PH and Dan KR4UB
plan to meet at the Hillsborough 225 site to work
on the DSL modem issue affecting IRLP Reflector
connections.
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Vice President – Chuck, KW4KZ has contacted
the Southeastern Repeater Association (SERA) for
a possible speaker for the March meeting. The
meeting will be a “Show & Tell” if a speaker is not

March 2017
Signage: WB4P, Skip; KR4UB, Dan
Food, Grill & Propane: W4MKR, M.K.; KU4GC,
Dee

available.

Cooking: W4BOH, Wilson, W4RWC, Bob?

Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD reported

Sausage Biscuits: KU4GC, Dee or KE4UVJ, Don

that PL access requirement is coming soon on
DFMA repeaters and suggested all begin updating their radios as follows for PL access.

Coffee: Mary Anoia
Krispy Kreme Donuts: KK4EIB, Michael
Food Sales, Service & Relief Persons: ?

Hillsborough Site
147.225+ PL:82.5

Hoover Road Transport: KR4UB, Dan; KE4UVJ,
Don

TV Hill
145.450 – PL:82.5

ID Badges: KU4GC, Dee

444.100+ PL:82.5
VA Hospital
444.450+ PL:100.0

MCU: KK4PH, Lowell
Hamfest Talk-in: K0OUX, Vic

Charlie has donated a TKR-820 repeater for installation in the MCU as an itinerant low power repeater for event support. Paul, N2XZF has volunteered to assist Charlie with the installation.
DurHamFest – Jack, KM4MBG reported the
DurHamFest ad has been submitted to SERA and,
is awaiting status of the SERA Journal ad. The
ARRL has been contacted for event listing and for
ARRL items to be used as DurHamFest prizes.
Last year’s DurHamFest volunteer positions are
listed below for planning purposes.
Bold print below indicates positions with confirmed volunteers
Parking: KM4MDR, John; KM4MBG,
KR3AM, Mark (4 total needed)

Jack;

Volunteer Exam Session: W4SAR, Dave, KD4YJZ,
Karen
Field Day Coordinator – Dave, W4SAR is in the
process of confirming band captains. N1MM networked logging will be used. Bruce, N1LN has
volunteered to do training on the N1MM logging
program. John, KM4MDR has volunteered to coordinate the potluck dinner. Food committee volunteers are needed for food planning & purchase,
logistics, manning the grill and collecting fees for
the meal. Planning is key to continuing the food
event tradition of being a fund-raiser. Food supplies will need to be managed to ensure minimum
waste, minimum cost (Costco membership recommended), procuring donated items such as ice
and fee collection for meals.

Tailgating/Vendors: KE4JYJ, Sue; KF4LJZ, Linda

NEW BUSINESS

Ticket Sales: W4MKR,
KM4MDR, John

Dee requested Charlie to provide a status update
on the remote repeater receiver project.

M.K.;

WB4P,

Skip,

Club Table: KE4HIH, Rhett; KE4QOZ, Joanna;
N4TSV, Mario; NA4VY Dave; WA2ROC, Dick

The Link

Meeting adjourned at 8 p.m.
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Club Meeting

MINUTES

March 2017
Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD reported
the 444.450 Kenwood repeater is at the Virginia
Beach repair center. A backup repeater is in burnin testing in preparation for installation at the VA

Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Meeting – 02/07/2017 – Dan, KR4UB, Sec-

hospital site.

retary
Location: Bullock’s Bar-B-Que, Durham

DurHamFest – Jack reminded all that DurHam-

Attending: WB4YYY, Jim; KA4AVM, Sue;
KF4LJZ, Linda & Giana; KE4QOZ, Joanna;
KE4HIH, Rhett; N3GO, Gary; KM4ZXH, Michael;
W4BOH, Wilson; KR4UB, Dan; W4OFZ, Banks;
N8BR, Bill; KK4PH, Lowell; KE4ZNR, Marshall;
KM4MBG, Jack; KF4PAB, Lenore; WB4P, Skip;
W4MKR, M.K.; KU4GC, Dee; WA2ROC, Dick;
KX4P, John; NA4VY, Dave; KD4YJZ, Karen;
W4SAR, Dave; KV4ZR, Loren; KK4BPH, Mike;
KW4XL, David & JR; KW4KZ, Chuck & Mary;
K2MZ, Duke & Nancy; N8VNR, Kevin; KK4QEJ,
Joni; W4PEL, Pete; N8VU, Jack; N2XZF, Paul;
W4ORD, Lad; WA4AHR, Dewey; KW4GP, Tim;
KF4KHU, Jimmy; KM4LKN, Detlev; KG4NNT,

Fest is just 3 months away. Flyers for the event
were distributed. He reviewed the list of volunteers currently signed up and made the call for
additional volunteers.
Field Day Coordinator – Dave, W4SAR stated he
is in the process of confirming band captains and
that volunteers for the food committee are needed. The next VE session is scheduled for next Saturday, February 11th, 10 AM at the Orange EOC.
DFMA The Link “Who is it?” – Dee solicited
guesses on identity of the club member in the early ham radio days photograph published in the
recent DFMA The Link newsletter. This month’s
mystery member was a difficult guess, finally

JR; WA4UJM, Wally; KE4UVJ, Don; Michael
Ellington.

identified by Dave, W4SAR as Wilson, W4BOH.
All club members are encouraged to submit a
photograph and perhaps a sentence or two of a

A total of 46 attending, 41 of them hams.

significant memory from their early ham radio
days to Skip, WB4P, DFMA The Link editor.

President – Dee opened the meeting at 7 pm with
introductions and call for officer reports.

Show & Tell – Dan, KR4UB did a brief show and
tell of a Digitone Call Blocker that he has had in

REPORTS

service for 4 years to deal with robocalls and other
nuisance telephone solicitation. It is a Consumer
Reports “recommend” and Amazon top rated call

Vice President – Chuck, KW4KZ reported that
the April meeting presentation will be by a DX
expeditioner. The March slot is open and solicited
member assistance in finding a speaker for the
meeting.
Treasurer – MK, W4MKR At present there are 85
members with dues current.
Secretary – Dan, KR4UB Nothing to report.

blocker. Dan is selling the unit at ¼ of the original
price with the proceeds to go to DFMA. It is being
sold due to replacing the unit with the newest
generation unit, the Digitone ProSeries Blocker.
Presentation of the DMFA “Lid” Award – Chuck,
KW4KZ awarded the DFMA “LID” to Paul,
N2XZF for his generous donation of door prizes
to be given away at club meetings.
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Door Prizes – Door prize winners were Bill, N8BR
- Multimeter; Sue, KA4AVM - Tape Measure; Don,

as primary and/or secondary (Interop), neighboring states interoperability, multi-mode radios that

KE4UVJ - Flashlight; Dee, KU4GC - 100 Pack of
Cable Ties and, Dave, W4SAR - the mystery prize,

can operate in VHF simplex, 700/800Mhz trunking system mode and with digital vehicle repeater

a 65Mhz digital counter kit donated by Dick
WA2ROC.

systems (equivalent to amateur radio mobile
crossband), measures taken to ensure VIPER system reliability and tests of fall back modes. The

Program Presentation

discussion wrapped up with brief comments
about technology on the horizon including the

The program presentation was by Marshall
Sherand, KE4ZNR who is a radio system engineer
for the Durham City/County Radio Shop, a forum moderator for the North Carolina section of
RadioReference.com and also does beta testing for
new Uniden scanners as they come to market.

FirstNet, a high-speed, nationwide wireless
broadband network dedicated to public safety
and the eventual evolution from FDMA to TDMA
transmission technology to expand capacity.
Meeting adjourned at 8:30 p.m.

The presentation started with a brief overview of
the public safety radio systems in the area including Durham City/County, Duke University,

Credits:

Wake, Cary Police/Fire and the North Carolina
VIPER (Voice Interoperability Plan for Emergency

VA repeater picture courtesy KU4GC.

Responders) trunking system. He then opened the
floor to a very extensive and informative Q&A
session covering many topics. The discussion
covered interoperability between different jurisdictions, encryption vs interoperability, other area
municipalities not mentioned above using VIPER

OCRA logo courtesy Orange County Radio Amateurs.
“Who is it” feature picture courtesy of the mystery
club member to be revealed next month.
Last month’s “Who is it” picture courtesy of the
revealed mystery club member, W4BOH.
Field Day logo courtesy ARRL.
All other photos courtesy of the article author or
editor unless otherwise noted.
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